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Delacroix, “Liberty Leading the People at the 
Barricade” (1830)

“Reflections on Liberty and Power in Modern Art”



Questions to keep in mind:

• how has the theme of “liberty” been depicted 

in modern art?

• how has the theme of “power” been depicted 

in modern art?

• how do our “values” and assumptions about the 

world/society (often unstated) influence the 

way:

• we view art?

• an artist creates art?

• do political ideas in art “spoil” or “devalue” 

works of art? do they turn “art” into 

propaganda?

Q



The Theme of “Liberty” in Modern Art

• the depiction of people who are “at liberty”, 

“enjoying liberty,” or peacefully “going about 

their business”

• the interpretation of the world/society by 

artists who have (possibly unstated) “liberal” 

assumptions about it

• the celebration of “bourgeois virtues”

• the depiction of material with the express 

purpose of “seeking or promoting liberty”

• the depiction of material with the express 

purpose of “opposing power” or some other 

unjust aspect of power

Nanine Vallain, “La 
Liberté” (1793-94)



The Theme of “Power” in Modern Art

• the depiction of “the power holders” 

and “institutions of power” in society, 

e.g. “throne” and “altar”, in order to:

• legitimize their rule

• justify their actions (e.g. war)

• be loved/feared by their subjects

• overawe/subdue their opponents

• ensure sacrifice to the state/nation

Jacques-Louis David, “Napoléon 
crossing the St. Bernard Pass” (1805)



Structure of the Lecture

• I. Liberty: the people “at liberty” 

enjoying its benefits

• II. Power: depictions of heads of 

state

• III. Liberty: Marianne and the 

revolution for liberty

• IV. Power: war and the state

Pablo Picasso, “Dove of Peace” (1962)



I. Liberty: The People at Liberty

Themes:

• peaceful, productive economic 

activity

• family life & celebrations

• commerce & technology

• observing the natural world

• leisure activities

• pleasure in colour, shape, texture

• love and death



Pieter Breughel the Elder, “The Corn Harvest” (1565)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
 Pieter Breughel the Elder, “The Peasant Wedding” (1568)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Aelbert Cuyp, “The Passage Boat” (1650s)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Vermeer, “Young Woman with Water Jug” (1662)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
J.M.W. Turner, “Rain, Steam & Speed - The Great 

Western Railway” (1844)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Asher Durand, “The Beeches” (1845)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Winslow Homer, “Boys in a Pasture” (1874)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Winslow Homer, “Breezing Up” (1876)



Pierre-Auguste Renoir, “The Luncheon of the 
Boating Party” (1881)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Charles Conder, “Holiday at Mentone” (1888)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Tom Roberts, “Shearing the Rams” (1890)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Camille Pissaro, “Boulevard Montmartre” (1897)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
William Trost Richards, “Sunlit Clouds & Sea” (1897)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Jackson Pollock, “Blue Poles no. 11” (1952)



The Enjoyment of Liberty:
Pablo Picasso, “Sleeping Woman” (1952)



II. Power: The Depiction of Heads of State

Themes:

• the legitimacy of the ruler 

(symbols of high office)

• divine right to rule or being 

blessed or chosen by God

• the pomp & ceremony of their 

position

• the hardworking who protects the 

interests of nation

• the wearing of a military uniform 

(or accoutrements) to show his 

status as commander-in-chief

• monumental statuary to show the 

larger-than-life power & 

importance of the ruler



Hyacinthe Rigaud, Louis XIV (1701)



François Gérard, Napoleon in Coronation Robes (1804)



Jacques-Louis David, “The Emperor in his 
Study in the Tuileries” (1812)



Official Portrait (Landsowne): 
George Washington (1796)



Official Portrait (Rembrandt Peale): 
Thomas Jefferson (1800)



Official Portrait (George Healy): 
Abraham Lincoln (1869)



The Apotheosis of Lincoln, greeted by 
Washington in Heaven (1860s)



The Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C.
(Daniel French 1922)



Franz von Lenbach , “Prince Otto von Bismarck” (1890s)



Bismarck Postcards: The Blacksmith of German Unity 
(with Germania); The Immortal Bismarck



Bismarck Denkmal, Hamburg (34.3 m)
(Hugo Lederer & Emil Schaudt, 1902)



Official Portrait of Ronald Reagan
(Everett Raymond Kinstler, n.d. )



Official Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II in her 
Coronation Gown (1953)



Official Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II
(Christian Furr, 1995)



Official Portrait: G.H.W. Bush
(Herbert Abrams, 1994)



“The Peace Makers” (Lincoln, Grant, Sherman, 
Porter, March 1865)
(George Healy, 1868)



Official Portrait/Photo: Barak Obama



Barak Obama’s First Day in the White House



Barak Obama in the Roosevelt Room



Tadé (Thadeus) Styka, “The Rough Rider” (1909) 
in the Roosevelt Room



III. Liberty: Marianne and the Revolution for Liberty

Themes:

• in the 100 years between 

1776-1876 emergence of explicit 

depictions of “liberty” to 

celebrate & affirm belief in 

natural rights of life, liberty, 

property during Enlightenment, 

American & French Revolutions

• the aggressive, warrior Marianne

• the passive, “rule of law” 

Marianne

• The Statue of Liberty or 

“Liberty enlightening the world”



François Rude, “The Departure of the Volunteers 
of 1792 (La Marseillaise)” (frieze on l’Arc de 

Triomphe, Paris 1833-36)



Nanine Vallain, “La Liberté” (1793-94)



Prudhon, “La Liberté a renversé l’hydre de la 
tyrannie, et brisé le joug du 

Despotisme” (1793-94)



Allais, “Le Génie français adopte la Liberté et 
l'Egalité” (1794)



F. Bonneville , “En liberté comme toi : la 
République fran. d'accord avec la nature l'ont 

voulu : ne suis-je pas ta soeur ? (1794)



Antoine-Jean Gros, “La République” (1794-95)



Eugène Delacroix, “Liberty Leading 
the People at the Barricade” (1830)



Sébastien-Melchior Cornu, 
“La République” (1848)



Charles Landelle, “La 
République” (1848)



Jean-François Soitoux, “La République” (1848)



Thomas Crawford, “The Statue of 
Freedom” (Freedom Triumphant in War & Peace)  
(1863), dome of the U.S. Capitol, Washington



Edouard Laboulaye/Frédéric Bartholdi, “The Statue 
of Liberty” (La Liberté éclairant le monde)  (1870s)



Constructing “The Statue of Liberty”  (1870s)



Paul-Joseph-Victor “La Statue de la Liberté, 
Rue de la Chazelles”  (1884)



The Paris World Fair  (1878)



Engraving announcing the Statue of Liberty



Edward P. Moran, “The Unveiling of the Statue of 
Liberty” (1886)



IV. Power: War and the State
Themes:

• war is the most potent & 

destructive form of political power

• many artists have reacted in horror 

to the destruction of property & 

loss of life they have witnessed

• Francisco Goya - opposed invasion 

& occupation of Spain by French 

1808

• Winslow Homer - observed Union 

Army camp life & pondered how life 

would return to normal afterwards

• Pablo Picasso - created some of the 

most iconic anti-war images with his 

depiction of civil war in Spain, 

WW2, and Korean War



Francisco Goya, “The Sleep of Reason produces 
Monsters” (The Caprices, 1799)



Francisco Goya, “The Second of May 1808” (1814)



Francisco Goya, “The Third of May 1808” (1814)



Francisco Goya,  “The Disasters of War” (1810-20)



Francisco Goya,  “The Disasters of War” (1810-20)



Francisco Goya, “Saturn Devouring his 
Son” (1819)



Winslow Homer, Illustrations for Harper’s Weekly 
(1861-65)



Winslow Homer, “Home, Sweet Home” (c.1863)



Winslow Homer, “The Veteran in a New Field” (1865)



Winslow Homer, “Prisoners from the Front” (1866)



Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) “Guernica”
(mural commissioned by Spanish government for International 

Exposition in Paris, 1937)



The Major Components of the Painting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.  the bull
2. the grieving woman with child
3. the fallen statue of the warrior
4. the bird flying from the horse’s wound
5. the sun/electric light

6. the wounded horse
7. the sprouting flower
8. the woman with the lamp
9. the fleeing woman
10. the woman falling from the burning building

The two red lines show the central pyramid structure within the painting



Guernica Sketche: 6 May 1937



WW2: The Charnel House 1944-45



The Korean War: “Massacre in Korea” (1951)



The Korean War: “War” (1952)



The Korean War: “Peace” (1952)



Images of Peace: Peace Poster, Moscow 1957



Images of Peace: “Dove of Peace”, Peace Poster 1962


